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J-3-Gaussian Beam Distortion Caused by
Saturable Gain or Loss
Abstract-Results are given for the beam distortion suffered by
low order Gaussian-Laguerre
modes propagating through a
saturablelaser amplifier.Both uniform andBessel small-signal
gain distributionsare
considered. Beamnarrowingcaused
by
saturable loss is also treated.

while the off-axis maxima become relatively more intense’
ultimately approaching the on-axis intensity.
There are other physical processes that alsoproduce
beam distortion, notably those that modify the medium
index of refraction anddistortthe
wavefronts of the
propagating
beam.
These
effect’s
may
be
greater or smaller
I. INTRODUCTION
intheir cont.ribution tothenet
beamshape than the
HIS paper is concerned withaparticulartype
simple effectconsidered here. However,since it is the
of spatial distortion that canoccur as an optical intent of this present calculation to show only the effect
signal propagatesthrougha
laser amplifier. Al- of the physical process described above, we explicitly omit
thoughspatialdistortion
(“lensing,” a transverserethese effects and consider avery simple mathematical
distribution of energy, or some other distortion) can arise model. Fig. 1 illustrates the modelused for calculation.
as the result of any of a number of physical processes, Because axisymmetric’ modes are of greatestinterest
we shall consider here the effects of onlyone physical (especially the TEM,, mode), only the coordinates (T, z)
process, gainsaturation. The phenomenon considered in needbe
considered. The radialintensitydistribution
this paper may be stated simply: a signal with a transverse S(r, x ) is specified at the input plane x = 0 as Xin(r, 0).
distribution of intensity propagating through a saturable The output intensity distribution Xout(r, 1) is then commediumsuffers
distortion because of the saturation- puted at x = 1 from the equation
induced change in the distribution of gain. The weaker
dX portions of the signal are amplified relatively more than
(1)
dx
s
the stronger portions because they saturate the medium
I+%
to a lesserdegree. For Gaussianbeams the distortion
results in a general broadening of the beam for a medium
with saturable gain, and a narrowing for a medium with for the case of pure homogeneous interaction, or
saturable loss. For the higher order Gaussian modes, the
dS gas
nulls (dark rings) become narrower and more “filled in,”
dx
(1 $)1’‘

--L

+

SOUT

t

for the case of apure inhomogeneous interaction [ 2 ] .
The quant’ities g o and So, respectively, are the smallsignal gain in meter-’ and the saturation parameter in
W/m’. Equation (1) or (2) is integrated numerically step
by st,ep in the x-direction’ along a path parallel to the

1 The calculations given here were made for the
TEMOo, TENI,1*,
and TENIloGaussian-Laguerre modes. While the TEMoo and TEN110
modes are axisymmetric, the TE&* mode is usually described as
being an axisymmetric mode composed of two nonaxisymmetric
TENIal modes superposed in time and space quadrature
[I]. The
calculation in the present paper was made simply by taking the
distribution for the TENIol mode with 6 = 0, which falls along the
null line of the quadrature TElMol mode. It should also be noted
that any input distribution may be used, not just the axisymmetric
Gaussian-Laguerre modes. An interesting problem left to thereader
is how to find the input distribution that
produces the TEN100 mode
Fig. 1. Schematicrepresentation of the coordinate system used a t the output for a given set of conditions.
in the model. An input distribution Si, is specified a t z = 0, and
2 We should
point out that for the simple model shown in Fig. 1,
allowed to propagate parallel totheoptical
axis. The output
and ( 2 ) can be solved in closed form and need not be integrated
(1)
distribution SOut
at z = 1 is computed by integrating the saturation numerically. However, the closed-form solutions give S implicitly
equation (I) or (2) along the path.
rather than explicitly, and must still beevaluated numerically to find
Sout/Xin. The forward integration in z proceeds almost as rapidly
Manuscript received June 13, 1968. This research was supported as the evaluation, even on small computers, and also allows an easy
in part by the Office of Naval Research. This paper was presented extension of the model to situations that do not have closed form
at the 1968 International Quantum Electronics Conference, Miami, solutions (e.g.,, the situat,ion that occurs when a first order correction
is added for dlffraction as discussed later or for spatial cross-relaxaFla.
The authoris with HughesResearch Laboratories, Malibu, Calif. tion).
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axis for several different values of r, usually 0 5 r 5 2w,,
where w,is Gaussian beam parameter at thebeam waist.
(For a collimated TEM,, mode, it is the radius at which
the beam intensity falls to l/e2.) When significant signal
intensity is found to fall outside r/w, = 2, the calculation
is repeated for larger values of r until the output signal
intensity at stillgreaterradii
is small enough to be
neglected. The interval between successive values of r
was usually takenas
Ar/w, = 0.1, although smaller
values were used to determine the h e r structure in the
higher order modes. The four-point Milne formula [3]
for the derivative Sf
8,: = XL-4
QA.42XL-3 - Si-2
2S;-,)
(3)
was used for the numerical integration, with Ax/Z usually
taken as 0.01. Computations were made for a range of
small-signal gain and saturation parameters. A convenient way of expressing these parameters is as the total
small-signal gain in decibels and a normalized input signal
[Pin/Xo(rw:/2)] dB, where Pi, is the total input signal
power in watts. It is easy to show that

+

+

6) The radial index variation induced thermally as a
result of energy deposited by the beam as it passes
through [lo].
It is fair t o ask, having omitted all these
processes, under
what conditions, if any, the results of the computation
are valid; that is, under what conditions could they be
experimentally observed without interference from processes 1) through 6)? Diffraction may be legitimately
ignored provided the medium length 1 is <<w",/x. This
condition is usually satisfied in high gain opticallypumped solid-state laser amplifiers such as ruby. It may
or may not be satisfied in the high gain infrared gas laser
amplifiers using C02 or Xe. For example, a l-cm-diameter
beam in a 10.6-p laser amplifier has wt/X FZ 10 m,while
considerably longer path lengths have beenused with
beams approximately this size [ll],[12]. A first order correction tothe present calculation couldbe made for
cases where w:/X is not much larger than unity by assuming the radius of the input beam expands according
to the Gaussian beam formula [4]
r(x) = r(O)[l

for any Gaussian-Laguerre mode [4]. Thus a normalized
input signal value of 0 dB represents a single fluxapproximately equal to the saturation flux of the laser medium.
In addition t o calculating the radial intensity distribution at the output plane x = I, the integral of this distribution was also taken in order t o calculate Poutand
thetrue power gain POut/Pi,,
which,because of the
distortion, is no longer equal t o X(0, l)/S(O,0). In addition, such quantities as the 3-dB radius, the l/e2 radius,
and the radius containing 90 percent of the power were
also calculated by simple interpolation from the distribution and its integral. A sample program written in BASIC
for the GE 265 time-sharing system is listed in the Appendix. Two properties of the distribution are always
preserved in this simple model.Zeros in the input distributionare always continued at the same radius as
zeros, and maxima (or minima) intheinput
always
produce maxima (or minima) at the same radius in the
output.The only distribution that is transmitted undistorted through an amplifier (according to this model)
is the uniform distribution, because it produces a uniformly
saturated gain with radius, and then only for the case
of uniform small-signal gain, go # go(r).
With the above description of the mathematical model
used it is clear which physical processes have been ignored:
1) Diffraction [4].
2) The radialindex variation resulting from an imposed
radial variation of gain 1151.
3) The radial index variation resulting from the saturation-induced radial variation of gain [6].
4) Beam guiding resulting from a radial gain variation,
whether imposed [7], [SI or saturation-induced.
5) All nonlinear beam trapping effects that depend on
powers of the electric field higher than 2 (e.g., Kerr
effect etc. [9]).

+ ($J']"'

(5)

by taking the integration along such curved paths and
reducing the flux density S by t,he appropriate area expansion rat'io. Of course, (5) is valid only for Gaussian
beams, and the beam is no longer Gaussian once distortion occurs. The complete Fresnel integralformulation
would then have to be used (in whichcase the phasefront-distorting processes might as well be included also;
the modelwould have becomesufficiently complicated
by this time). The correction given by (5) was not used
in the present calculations.
The lens action caused by the radial variations may be
ignored provided theinput signal .frequency coincides
with the center of the amplifier gain curve, and provided
the gain curve is symmetrical aboutits center. The
dispersion relation then gives a refractive index equal to 1,
independent of radius. Processes 5) and 6) primarily occur
in external media or absorbers rather than in laser amplifiers themselves. We may indeed encounter some difficulty experimentally verifying the simple model for
absorbers. Such experimental verification would require
the existence of an "easily" saturable material, that is,
one that will be well saturated a t sufficientlylow intensities so that processes 5 ) and 6 ) do not occurfirst.
Process 4), beam guiding, remains the only process that.
cannot obviously be eliminated by somechoice of experimental parameters. It isdifficult
to estimate the
relative importance of the two effects,since the theory
has only been given by Kogelnik [7] for a nonsaturated
medium that is uniform in the direction. The
recent
experimental confirmation of thistheory by Casperson
and Yariv [SI for modes in an oscillator was also made
under these conditions. It is clear that thepresent model,
by its verynature, produces serious radialvariations
in gain, which should give rise to the same phenomena,
described in [71 and [SI; however, the amount of radial
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variation varies with x and was calculated by ignoring such
beamguiding. Clearly, the two models should be combined t,o give a better picture of beam distortion, but this
will again require the solution of a nonlinear nonuniform
wave equation, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
It may indeed be impossible t o separate out effect (4)
when the medium saturates and observe the simple beam
distortion predicted by this model. The devices described
in [ll] and [12] have not yet been sufficiently free from
diffraction and wall reflection effects t o give unequivocal
measurements of the output distribution. Recent observations by Carbone 1131 on a smaller CO, laser amplifier
and by Mikaeliane etai. on a ruby laser amplifier[14]
are encouraging in this respect however. The latter work
also includes measurements of the angular beam divergence
that accompanies the apparently saturation-broadened
beam distribution, showing a ‘decreased divergence. At
least small values of such spatial distortion do not appear
to be harmful.
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Fig. 2 shows the change in the radialintensity distribution for a TE1\Io, beam (dotted line) entering a
homogeneously broadened laser amplifier with a radially
uniform small-signal gain of 40 dB. The values of the normalized signal parameter [Pin/X0(7r~,/2)2]
are given in
decibels for the different solid curves; the arrow shows
the direction of increasing input power. Theoutput
distributionhas been normalized to its value on the
amplifier axis to mala the distortion more evident. Fig.
2(a) shows that even for input signa.ls 40 dB below the
saturation flux (that is, a signal that wouldbegin to
saturate themedium only near the amplifier exit) there is
about a 10 percent expansion of the e-’ radius. When the
input has increased t o a value that begins to saturate the
amplifier at its input (O-dB curve), the e-’ radius has just
about doubled. However, the distribution nearer the
axis (r/w, < 1) has begun t o shrink slight’ly. Fig. 2(b)
shows the results for a further increase in input signal.
(The input distribution (dotted) and the O-dB curve are
repeated for reference.) The e-’ radius increases slight,ly
more at +5 dB input, but otherwise falls below the O-dB
curve. The 20-dB curve (representing an input flux 100
times thesaturation flux) very closely approaches the
input curve in shape for r/w, < 1,but stilllies significantly
above it for r / w , > 1. Thus, it would seem t’hatthe
maximum distortion (or expansion) occurs when the input
signal is about equal to the saturation flux. For either
extreme, X << X, or X >> X,, the output resembles the
inputin shape. These limits could have been deduced
directly from (1); for X << X,, which requires not only
Sin<< X, but Xi, exp (sol)<< X,, (1) reduces to
dX
-

dx

with the solution

=

gox,

1

0

I

0

I

1

I

,--_,__

I
NORMALIZED RADIUS, r/wo

,
2

(b)
Fig. 2. The spreading of a TEMoo input beam (shown dashed) due
to homogeneous gain saturation. The small-signal gain specified
by gZ
, is 40 dB and is assumed to be uniform with radius. The
normalized input power is given in decibels on each curve. (a)
shows the broadening as the normalized input signal intensity
is increased from -40 dB to 0 dB, while (b) shows the narrowing
that occurs upon further increase in signal intensity from 0 dB
to 20 dB.

so that if gZ, is independent of (r, x ) , Xout will have the
same distribution as Xi,. At the other extreme, S >> X,,
(1) reduces to

dX

=

g,X*

with t’he solution
Xout

=

Sin

+ Solso

(9)

which states that Xout is the same as Si, plus a small
additiveconstant. For the curve in Fig. 2(b) marked
“20 dB”,. a,lS,
% 10 percent of Sin(r = 0), so that the
additiveconstant is small, and (9) would predict that
the output resembles the input. Another way of stating
thisis that with signals this large, the amplifier is so
highly saturated that it addsverylittle
to the signal
passing through and thus cannot distort it.
Fig. 3 shows the behavior of the e-’ radius with input
signal level for anzplifiers with small signal gains of 10
to SO dB. The curve labeled “40 dB” in Fig. 3 is simply
a trace of the intersections of the curves in Fig. 2 with
the e-’ line. All the curves approach an e-’ radius of 1
for sufficiently small signals, but for a small-signal gain
of SO dB the normalized input must be <<-SO dB, which
is off the scale range shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3 alsoshows curves for homogeneously saturable
loss. These show the contraction of the e-’ radius when
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Fig. 3. The e-* radius as a function of the normalized input power
in decibels. The small-signal gain values are given on the curves.
The results of both gain and loss calculatiops are shown for a
TEMeobeam assuming homogeneous interactlon.
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Fig. 5 . Comparison of the beam expansion a t the e-2 radiusfor
homogeneous interaction (dashed curves, repeated from Fig. 3)
and inhomogeneous interaction for two valuesof small-signal gain.

integration with a new variable

E(-) =
- S exp [-sol]

0

IO

(101

when negative values of go were used, otherwise, the
finite differences became so small that roundoff error led
to inaccurate results for large values of loss.
Fig. 5 compares the position of the e-' radius for
homogeneous interaction, (1) , and inhomogeneous interaction, (2). The small-signal behavior is quite similar for the
two kinds of interaction, as it should be, since both (1)
and (2) have (7) as a solution when X << X,. However,
when X >> So,( 2 ) becomes

NORMALIZED RADIUS, r/wo

dX

dx =

(a)

g,s,

1/2

s

1/2

I

with the solution
HOMOGENEOUS
S - S LOSS 6 0 dB

. .
L.

<

Comparing this with (9) we see that the additive term
of
(9) is now multiplied by a factor larger than unity,
sId
which
increases as (Xin)'/', plus anotheradditive cona
-2
stant.
Thus
the
difference between outputandinput
e
distributions persists t o larger values of Xi,.
0
I
2
Fig. 6 compares the gain saturation curves that would
NORMALIZED RADIUS. r / w o
be obtained for two different measurement methods. The
solid curves would be obtained by measuring the power
Fig. 4. Contraction of a TEMooinput beam (shown dashed) due to in the entire output beam and dividing by the power in
homogeneous loss saturation.The small-signal loss is -60 dB
and is uniform with radius. (a) shows the contraction for Input the entire input beam. This yields the true power gain
signals' of 0 dB to 10 dB, while (b) shows the reexpansion for of the amplifier. The dashed curves would result if a
input signals.10 dB to20 dB.
small detector wereused to sample the poweron axis
at the output and input to determine the ratio, the onsignals of the order of the saturation flux are incident. axis gain. The two methods wouldbe equivalent if it
Fig. 4 shows the actual change in output distribution for were not for the distortion, of course; indeed, the curves
different signal levels when saturable loss is encountered. fall on top of one another at sufficiently small signal
In principle, these curves could be computed with exactly levels, as shown 'by the 20-dB curves. Experimentally
the same program by simply inserting negative values measured gain saturation data areoften fit to curves such
of go. I n practice, it was necessary to perform the forward as these (usually the on-axis curve) in order to determine
W
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(b)
Fig. 8. Spreading of a TEMoo input beam (shown dashed) when
the small-signal gain has a Bessel distribution across the tube
(shown dotted, with the first zero or “wall” a t r/wo = 2 ) . (a)
shows the beam narrowing that occurs at small input signals due
t o the gain distribution, followed by beam spreading as thesignal
level is increased from -50 dB to 0 dB; (b) shows the contraction
back to the input shape
as the input signal is increased from 0 dB
to 20 dB.

U

z

0

30

Fig. 7. Gain saturation curves for the four possible combinations
of measurement method and t’ypeof interaction for 40-dB smallsignal gain.

the saturation parameter X, [11],[12], [15], [16]. However,
one must be careful to fit the data to the
curve appropriate
t o the method used t o take the data. We note that at
the 10-dB gain level, the “20 dB” curves differ by 5 dB
in horizontal separation, whichcould result in approximately a 5-dB error in thevalue obtained for X, unless the
data were fitted to the correct curve. For the “60 dB”
curve, the error could be 10 dB or a factor of 10. This
may serve to explain some of the divergence of results
obtained for So in [ll],[12], [15], and [16]. I n all of the
preceding work it is assumed that no aperturing of the
beam takes place by the amplifier tube walls or any other
obstacle, so that a beam is free to expand by a factor of 2
(forexample) in the 40-dBsmall-signal gain case; the
most common experimental problem encountered in determining a value of X, by this means is t o make certain
that all the input signal is transmitted through the amplifier without aperturing, so that the entire output can
be measured. For this reason we must also ascribe some

of the discrepancies in the measurement of So to lack
of full signal transmission.
To make matters worse,consider the curves shown
in Fig. 7 , which compare the four possible combinations
of measurement method and type of interaction. If the
type of interactionisnot really known (and most gas
lasers seem t o fall in the “in between” category of being
approximately inhomogeneous at low signal leveIs but
approaching homogeneous interaction at high signal
levels), it is moredifficult to determine So accurately
from such a plot.
Fig. 8 shows the beam distortion under the same conditions as Fig. 2, but with a small-signal gain that decreases
with radius as

which places the tube “wall” a t r/w, = 2. The J, variation is shown in Fig. 8 as the dotted curve labeled “gain”.
Such a variation is appropriate for diffusion-dominated
gain processes, such as those commonly found in gas
lasers. The results are not particularly sensitive to the
form of the gain variation, however, and other distributions that fall to zero at the wall would give similar
results. The same input Gaussian is shown as the dashed
curve, with intensity e-’ at r/w, = 1. We now note that
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Fig. 9. Variation of the e--2 radius with input signal intensity for
different values of on-axis small-signal gain when the gain has a
Bessel distribution across the tube.Asymptoticvaluesfor
the
SO-dB and 120-dB curves are shown by arrows.

for small values of input signal, theoutput beamis
narrowed, as we would expect from combining (7) with (13)

which gives the limiting shape of the output distribution
in the case of small-signal amplification. From (14)we
can see that for larger goZ, S,,,(r) willbenarrower. As
the signal increases, the beam broadens as before[Fig.
S(a)] up to input signals of the order of 0 dB. Further
increase in the input
signal [Fig. 8(b)] results in an ultimate
approach t o theinputintensity
distribution, as would
be predicted by the asymptotic solution (9) which shows
that go plays an ever-decreasing role as Si, increases.
Fig. 9 summarizes the results for variation of the e-’
radius with input signal intensity for small-signal on-axis
gain of 20 to 120 dB. The asymptotic values for smallsignal inputs were actually computed, butthey could
also have been obtained by solving (14) for the e-2 radius
re,which yields the implicit expression
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(b)
Fig. 10. Distortion of a TEMol* input beam(showndashed) for
homogeneous interactionwith
a uniform small-signal gain of
40 dB. (a) shows the spreading and “filling in” of the central
dark dot with increasing input signals from -30 dB to 0 dB; (b)
shows the shrinkage back to the input shape with signals from
0 dB to 20 dB. The intensity is normalized approximately at the
maximum, r/w, = 0.707.

toward theinput
distribution. Note thatthe central
dark spot does not recover as fast as the gross features
returntothe
Gaussian-Laguerre distribution. Fig. 11
repeats the same sequence for the TEM,, (“bull’s-eye”)
mode. Thebright ring increases greatlyup to around
0 dB and then decreases as shown in Fig. ll(b). Note
that the dark ring at r/w, = 0.707 fills in rapidly with
increasing signal, and remains more filled-in even when
the gross features have returned to their original values,

111. EXTENSION
TO OSCILLATORS
It is tempting t o speculaOe on the results of calculations
1 - M
2
similar to those described above, but carried out for a
(15) laser oscillator. One might expect a change in the TEM,,
mode size depending on the ratio of the intracavity flux
tothesaturation
flux, with the passive TEM,,, mode
The computed asymptotic values for 80-dB and 120-dB distribution occurring for ,!?‘oirculsting >> X, and ,!?(circulating
small-signal gains are indicated by arrows in Fig. 9.
<< So, and a larger distorted mode for & r e u l s t i n g m X,.
Fig. 10 shows the saturation-induced distortion for (Of course we would expect this only for a uniform smallthe TEMZ (“doughnut”) mode. A uniform small-signal signal gain distribution; the work of Casperson and Yariv
gain distribution is assumed again. Figure lO(a) shows the has already confirmed the change in modesizewhen a
increasing widthwith increasing inputup t o -0 dB. radial gain distribution is present even when S << S,.)
(The distribution is normalized to r/w, = 0.7, which was The amplifier results given in this paper are not directly
the closest computed radius to that producing the the- applicable because a given portion of laser mediumis
oretical maximum a t r/w, = 0.707, since the on-axis traversed bythe beam only once, ratherthan several
intensity is identically zero.)One interesting feature of times as in an oscillator. Furthermore, the beamis asthis mode is that the central dark spot begins to “fill in”. sumed to be completely unapertured bythe amplifier
Further increase :in power[Fig. 10(b)] shows areturn
medium. Previous calculations of the Fox-Li type for
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reason the simplified “slab” mediummodelwas
used.
Some further impetus is given to carrying out such a
calculation bythe
experimental observation thatthe
higher order modes in some gas laser oscillators do not
have the simple Gaussian-Laguerre distribution. For
example, the TEM,,, mode oscillating in a several-watt
argon-ion laser appears to have an intensity distribution
much closer to the“0 dB” curve of Pig. 10 than thedotted
‘[input” curve describing the passive TEM& cavity mode
[20]. While still other phenomena may be invoked to
explain these observations, they nevert’heless require explanation.

IV. COXLCSIONS
The simple model of a saturable laser amplifier treated
in this paper has shown that significant changes in beam
size and intensity distribution can result for large smallsignal gains when the input flux density is the order of
the saturation flux. Saturable gain causes a general expansion of the beam, while saturable loss results in B
e
contraction of the beam. For much stronger or weaker
input signals the amount of distortion becomes small.
NORMALIZED RADIUS, r/w,
A radial distribution of the small-signal gain that falls
(b)
off away from the beam axis (such as the Bessel function
Fig. 11. Distortion of a TEMlo input beam (shown dashed) for J,) results in less distortion for the TEM,,, modecomhomogeneous interaction with a uniform small-signal gain of 40
uniform gain distribution.The effect of
dB. (a) shows the spreading and “filling in” of the central dark pared witha
dot with increasing input signals from -30 dB to 0 dB; (b) shows beam distortion on the measurement techniques usually
the shrinkage back to the input shape with signals from 0 dB to
used to determine 8,wasdiscussed. Sample results for
20 dB. The intensity is normalized to the on-axis value.
the distort’ion of t’he higher order TEA42 and TEM,,
modes
were given, and these results appear to beconsaturable media in oscillators [17]-[19] have shown only
sistent
with observations of these modes in somegas
very small departures from the passive cavity modes.
laser
oscillator
types, especially the argon-ion laser.
However, these ca’lculations wereperformed with diffraction properly included and for cavities with finite
APPENDIX
Fresnel number (that is, cavities wit’h definite transverse
A sample listing of one form of the GE 265 BASIC
boundaries). For this case, the modesize and distribuprogram used in computing the results given in this paper
tionare determined primarily by the diffraction losses
is shown (Fig. 12). This program c,alculatesthe normalized
introduced by the aperture of the laser oscillator (mirror
output distribution, true power gain, on-axis gain, 3 dB
size), and a Gaussian mode would be the expected soluradius, e-’ radius, 10 percent radius, and the radii within
tion even for saturable or distorted media. (Such a mode
which 50percent and 90 percent of the outputis contained.
occurs even in a laser oscillator with a highly nonuniform
Line 170 requires the specification of the small-signal
medium, e.g., a homogeneous medium with a small apergain in decibels.Lines190 to 195 control the range of
ture midway between the mirrors; a Gaussian mode results
normalized input power for which the computation is
with a size determined by that aperture rather than the
made. Line310specifies
the number of increments in
mirror size.)One might argue that Gaussian-like modes
the forward integration. Lines320 and 330 control the
will always occur in anoscillator because it is the property
range of radii covered, the maximum radius being M*Rl.
of t’hese modes to “continuously reproduce themselves”
Line 430specifies the input signal distribution (and, of
on transmission (or repeated reflection). However, it
course, the title line 120). Line 620 specifies the radial
may prove worthwhile to include the concepts from the
gain distribution (uniform in this case). Lines720 and
model presented here in a Fox-Li type calculation but
745 must be modified for the inhomogeneously broadened
use values of small-signal gain andsignal/saturation
case (as well as the title line 140). The case of loss is most
flux ratios of the order of those used here rather than the
easily treated by making the following changes:
smaller values used in [17]-[19]. If a significant contribu160 PRINT “LOSS(DB)”;
tion is made by saturation in such an oscillator calcula720
LET T (N) = Q (N)*(G(I/l))/((EXP (G(M*)N)/
tion, including diffraction, the saturable medium should
be treated in a distributed manner as in the present work,
Q 0 9 ) 1))
745 LET T (N) = Q (N)*(G(M))/((EXP (G(M)*N>/
rather than concentrated in a thin slab as in [17]-[19].
The extreme mathematical difficulty of such a treatment
Q ( N ) 1))
755 LET 4 (M) = Q (Nl)*EXP (-G(M)*Nl)
was of courserecognized in [17]-1191, and this was the

+
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and input 60-dB loss as "60," not "-60," etc. The reader
may satisfy himself that these are the proper equations
to use when the substitution given by (10) is made in (1).
SAT-15

22t27

FRIDAY 05/03/63

100 REM AUT0AATED
FDRR

OF SAT-IO(B)
I IO PRINT
120 PRINT "
TEN-00"
I30 PRINT
1 4 0 PRINT 'HBMBGENEBUS
BROAOENING"
150 PRINT
I 6 0 PRINT "GAIN (DB)":
170 INPUT G I
112 PRINT
I80 PRINT
190 F0R L E - 5 TO 3
192 PRINT "WLIN (D8) ="GI
193 PRINT
195 LET PI I lOtL
197 PRINT"INPUT
PBWER =":PI
198 PRJNT
200 DIPi R(50>
2 1 0 DIN I(50>
220 DIN O(200)
230 D I N 0 < 5 0 )
240 DIM T(200)
250 DI'1 K(50)
2 6 0 D~.
I M. G~
( 5 0.1..
310 LET NI = 100
320 LET NI 5 2 0
330 LET RI z 0.1
340 LET 62 = 0.23*GI/Nl

..

. .-

510 LET J I I(O)*R4/2
520 FBR .r( :I T0 I 1
530 LET J : J + 4 t t R 4 1 ; I C T )
540 NEXT- 1
550 PRINT "INPUJ PEWER (INTEG.) r"J:"0R"4.343*L0G(J);-OBW'
560 PRINT
610 FER fl I 0 TE Pi1
620 LET G ( r D I G2
630 NEXT '4
705 FER M :0 1 0 91
110 LET P ( 0 ) I I(V)
115 F0R N z 0 f 0 3
1 0 LET f(N> :I?(N)*(G(N)/(l+Q(N))>
1E5 LET Q ( N + I ) I Q ( N ) + T ( N )
730 NEXT N
735 WR N i 4 T 0 NI
140 LET Q ( N ) = Q(~-4)+1.333333+(2ST(N-3.)-T(N-2)+2iT(N-1))
1 4 5 LET T ( N 1 = B(N)*(G(N)/(l+P(N)))
750 NEXT N
755 LET 0(N) = O ( N I )
760 EX1 4
810 LET K(O> = 0(0)*R4/2
820 F0R 8 5 I TO R I
830 LET KC?) :K C h t l )
4tWR4*0(Nl
840 EX1 M
850 PRINT "BUTPUT
PEWER
(INTEG.) =~K(Ml):"OR"4.3/13*L0G(X~~l))
860 PRINT
810 PRINT 'PEWER G A I N 1S"K(Pil)/J:"0R"4.343*LEG(K(Ml~/J);-DB"
880 PRlNI
890 PRINT "@IN 0N A X I S I S " 0 ~ O ~ / I ~ O ~ ; " E R " 4 . 3 4 3 * L 0 G ~ 0 ~ O ~ / I ~ O ~ ~
onn
~ - PRINT
1010 LET LI = .5
1020 WSUB 2010
ID30 LET L l = .I35
1040 G0SUB 2010
1650 LET LI : . I
1060 G0SU8.2010
I l l 0 LET L2 : .5
I120 G0SUB 3010
I130 LET 1 2 = .9
1 I40 GBSUB 3010
1200 PRINT
1210 PRINT
* "NERM " "FRACTIBN"
I220 PRINT * ".:GAIN"t"NORM
1230 PRINT" R". DIST.
INPJT',"0UTiUi",'INSIDE
R"

+

. ..-...

1240 .
PRINT

,

F 6 R 8 = 0 T 5 MI
LET V I = INT((G(M)/G2)*lOt4+.5)/1OT4
LET V2 e I N T ~ C I ~ Y ~ / I ~ O ~ ~ ~ I O T ~ + , ~ ~ / ~ O T ~
LET V3 I INT((0(M)/0(0))r10T4+.5)/lOT4
LET V4 = I N T ~ ~ X ~ M ~ / K ~ N l ~ ~ t l O T 4 + . 5 ~ / l O T 4
IS00 PRINT
McRI;VI,V2,V3.V4
I310 NEXT M
1350 F B R J :: I TB 17
13% PRINT
1354NEXT J
1370 NEXT L
1400 GB 10 9999
2010 FBR F
I
: 0 T0 11
2020 LET ?E = nl
2030 I F0 ( n l ) / 0 ( 0 ) < L I THEN 2010
2040 NEXT 11
2050 PRINT"DENSITY
:"LI:"AT
R GREATER THAW"RI*RI
2060 GB T 0 2090
2070 LET R3 = RI*(~-((LloB(O)-E(M2))/(0(~2-1)-5(fi2))))
2080 PRINT 'DENSITY ="LI:"AT
R A D I U S ~"11.3
2090 PRINT
2100 RETURN
3010 F B R M = 0 T0 II
3020 LET R - : 9
3030 I F K ( M ) I K ( M I ) 1 L:! T H E 9 3070
3040 NEXT n
3050 PRINT LZ:"0F THE PEWER I S CBNTAINED
IN
R>"MI*RI
3060 GB T0 3090
3070 LET R5 2 Rl+("e-((L2tK(NI)-K(Y2~~/~XCM2-l)-K(~2~)~~
3050 PRINT L2;"0F THE
PEWER
IS CBNTAINED
WITHIN Rz"i75
3090 PRIN7
3100 RETURN
9999 END
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290

Fig. 12.
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